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WORD,C,16
dispute
advocated
facilitate
candidate
procured
standardize
devoted
sacrifice
departure
legislative
persecute
exile
impulse
fugitive
executive
eliminate
surprise
quote
humane
legitimate
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DEFINITION,C,250
argument, debate; an angry difference of opinion: quarrel
spoke in favor of, argued for
to make easier
one who runs in an election contest or is proposed for an office or honor
got possession of; brought about, achieved
to compare with or make agree with a standard
set apart for a special purpose; gave (oneself) up to
an act of offering something precious to God or a god; especially: the killing of a victim on an altar; something offered in sacrifice; a giving up of something especially for the sake of someone else
the act of going away; a setting out (as on a new course); divergence
having the power of making laws; of or relating to an organized body of persons having the power to make laws
to treat continually in a way meant to be cruel or harmful, especially , to cause to suffer because of belief; annoy, pester
an act or instance of being forced to leave one's country or home; also, voluntary absence from one's country or home; the state of one so absent; a person who is in exile
a force that starts a body into motion; a sudden stirring up of the mind or spirit to do something
one who is running away
fitted for or relating to the managing or directing of things; of or related to the carrying out of laws and the conduct of public affairs
to get rid of: remove; to expel from the living body
to attack without warning; to capture by an unexpected attack; to come upon unexpectedly; to fill with wonder or amazement because unexpected
to repeat someone else's words exactly; to give as an example; to set off written material by quotation marks
marked by sympathy or consideration for others
born of parents who are married; lawful; being in keeping with what is right or with standards
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SENTENCE,C,80
They could not agree and had to call in their mom to settle the @.
As the newly elected speaker, he @ the cause of the minority.
Building a new road would @ the approach to the house.
William Crawford, the southern @, earned 41 electoral votes to Adams' 84.
Adams @ an agreement with Spain which gained America much land.
It was a great success of science to @ the system of weights and measures.
The new president @ the better part of his morning to answering his mail.
Organizing the campaign cost him a great @ of time and effort.
They set the date of their @ for the 25th of May.
The three branches of our government are the executive, the @, and the judicial.
It was not long before the invaders began to @ the people they conquered.
Napoleon was punished for his crimes by a life-long @ on the island of Elba.
He followed his @, and quickly jumped onto the train as it started to move.
The young man was a rebel and a @ from the law.
The president is the head of the @ branch of our government.
It was important to @ all obstacles, so that the project would succeed.
It was vital to the plan that they @ the other team with their rush.
It is a mark of education to be able to @ lines from Shakespeare.
The nurse was kind and @, and her patients appreciated her consideration.
The president is the @ head of the United States Government.
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